Network signaling through astrocyte syncytiums putatively contribute to the regulation of a number of both physiological and pathophysiological processes in the mammalian central nervous system. As such, an understanding of the underlying mechanisms is critical to determining any roles played by signaling through astrocyte networks. Astrocyte signaling is primarily mediated by the propagation of intercellular calcium waves (ICW) in the sense that paracrine signaling results in measurable intracellular calcium transients. Although the molecular mechanisms are relatively well known, there is confl icting data regarding the mechanism by which the signal propagates through the network. Experimentally there is evidence for both a point source signaling model in which adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is released by an initially activated astrocyte only, and a regenerative signaling model in which downstream astrocytes release ATP. We modeled both conditions as a simple lumped parameter phenomenological diffusion model and show that the only possible mechanism that can accurately reproduce experimentally measured results is a dual signaling mechanism that incorporates elements of both proposed signaling models. Specifi cally, we were able to accurately simulate experimentally measured in vitro ICW dynamics by assuming a point source signaling model with a downstream regenerative component. These results suggest that seemingly confl icting data in the literature are actually complimentary, and represents a highly effi cient and robustly engineered signaling mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Astrocytes in the central nervous system possess a full compliment of membrane receptors and ion channels that allow them to respond to intercellular signals from both other astrocytes and from neurons on a millisecond time scale (Barres et al., 1990; MacVicar and Tse, 1988; Newman and Zahs, 1997; Salm and McCarthy, 1990; Serrano et al., 2006; Usowic et al., 1989; Winshop et al., 2007) . First shown in culture (Charles et al., 1991; Cornell-Bell et al., 1990) , the principal mechanism of long distance signaling in astrocyte networks are intercellular calcium waves (ICW) mediated by the extracellular diffusion of adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) and related purines interacting with the P2Y family of membrane receptors (Coco et al., 2003; Guthrie et al., 1999) . This causes a rise in intracellular calcium levels, which is part of a cascade that can result in the vesicular release of gliotransmitters, in particular ATP, that can signal other downstream astrocytes (i.e., thereby propagating the calcium wave) and neurons (Kang et al., 1998; Nedergaard, 1994; Parpura et al., 1994; Verkhratsky et al., 1998) . More recently, ICW have been shown to occur in situ in brain slices (Dani et al., 1992; Newman and Zahs, 1997; Schipke et al., 2002) and in vivo in the rat neocortex using two photon microscopy (Hirase et al., 2004) . Although the physiological and pathophysiological roles of ICW in vivo are not clearly understood and are very much an area of active research, potential roles include modulating neuronal synaptic signaling, controlling brain microcirculation and related metabolic processes (Zonta et al., 2003) . A particularly intriguing and clinically important function may be augmentation of ICW following disease or injury, for instance, during ischemic insults (Harris and Symon, 1984) or seizures (Heinemann and Louvel, 1983) , essentially acting as a pathological signaling mechanism that may augment reactive gliosis and secondary injury processes.
The functional extent of any physiological or pathophysiological contributions of ICW will necessarily depend on the dynamics of signal propagation through the network, which will in turn depend on the molecular mechanisms that underlie the dynamics. In particular, extracellular ATP diffusion and binding to P2Y receptors and, to a lesser extent, IP 3 mediated gap junctional signaling mediate intercellular propagation while intracellular dynamics are governed by IP 3 and Ca 2+ levels (Guthrie et al., 1999) . However, there is considerable confl icting data and debate as to the dynamics of ATP secretion (Scemes and Giaume, 2006) , and whether it is secreted from a single cell activated in response to a stimulation (e.g., pharmacological, electrical, or mechanical; Arcuino et al., 2002 Arcuino et al., , 2004 Cotrina et al., 1998 Cotrina et al., , 2000 Iacobas et al., 2006) , or whether the signal is regenerated in the form of additional ATP release from downstream astrocytes (Anderson et al., 2004; Hassinger et al., 1996; Newman, 2001; Parpura et al., 1994) . Among the data supporting a point source model are studies of membrane permeability to propidium iodide, a DNA intercalating indicator (Arcuino et al., 2002) . Only cells at the center of spontaneous and mechanically stimulated calcium waves exhibited uptake of propidium iodide, suggesting a point source release of ATP with no further downstream release. A later study by the same group found that the distance traveled by ICW was independent of whether it had to cross a cell free lane, also consistent with a non-regenerative point source release of ATP (Arcuino et al., 2004) .
On the other hand, data supporting a regenerative model of ATP signaling includes work that has demonstrated ATP-induced ATP release (Ballerini et al., 1996; Queiroz et al., 1997 Queiroz et al., , 1999 , for example by labeling astrocyte cultures with 14 C-purines and showing subsequent ATP-induced release of 14 C-ATP from cells (Anderson et al., 2004) . Other work used a luciferin/luciferase ATP assay to show that blocking P2Y receptors with suramin resulted in the decreased release of ATP and a decrease in calcium wave propagation by downstream cells (Newman, 2001) . Furthermore, in contrast to work described above, the propagation of ICW across cell free gaps have been shown to cross cell-free areas at points closest to where the waves reach the gap, and not closest to the point of initial stimulation, consistent with a regenerative downstream release of ATP (Hassinger et al., 1996) .
In general, experimental papers have focused on and present data in support of one or the other of these two mechanisms, while providing very little comment on the alternative. There is no experimental work that we are aware of that has reconciled these confl icting results. Theoretically, a number of biophysical models have been proposed that replicate the molecular mechanisms associated with ATP release in astrocytes that successfully account for and model intracellular calcium transients and ATP release curves for individual cells (Bennett et al., 2005) . However, these models tend to fail when used to extrapolate beyond the effects of the cell membrane to model and simulate ICW, since the induced propagation of ICW through simulated networks of astrocytes consistently extend to include every cell in the entire network, a condition which experimentally is not the case, as we show below.
Here, we introduce an alternative to biophysical models of astrocyte ATP signaling based on a simple phenomenological lumped parameter diffusion model. It consists of a set of simple but physiologically realistic and measurable signal propagation parameters that model individual astrocytes in a network as the product of a derived state variable, similar to neuronal integrate and fi re models. It can accommodate and account for spatially and temporally complex signal propagations through astrocyte networks and produces fi nite ICW that are qualitatively similar to experimentally observed ICW measured under controlled in vitro conditions. The model suggests that to produce experimentally realistic waves, downstream cells must release smaller amounts of ATP in response to a larger point source release from an initially stimulated astrocyte, effectively resulting in what we call a partially regenerative mechanism that incorporates both the point source release and fully regenerative release mechanisms. Thus, our model reconciles what appears to at fi rst be contradictory experimental data and suggests follow up testable experimental hypotheses. In addition, these results suggest that intercellular astrocyte signaling has evolved to be a very effi cient and robust signaling mechanism that takes advantage of the inherent physical properties of the system independent of the underlying molecular details.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

REAGENTS AND CELL CULTURES
Primary dissociated spinal cord astrocytes were cultured as previously described (Silva et al., 1998 
CALCIUM IMAGING
Astrocyte cultures were washed twice with Kreb-HEPES buffer (KHB) solution (10 mM HEPES, 4.2 mM NaHCO 3 , 10 mM glucose, 1.18 mM MgSO 4 , 1.18 mM KH 2 PO 4 , 4.69 mM KCL, 118 mM NaCl, 1.29 mM CaCl 2 , pH 7.4) and incubated with 5 μM Fluo-4AM in KHB for 1 h at room temperature. Excess indicator dye was removed by washing twice with KHB followed by an additional 30 min incubation at room temperature to allow equilibration of intracellular dye concentration and ensure full esterifi cation. ICW were initiated by a single mechanical stimulation delivered to a localized region of one to three cells using a 0.5-μm internal diameter micropipette tip (WPI Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA) mounted on an M325 micrometer slide micromanipulator (WPI Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA). All images were acquired using an Olympus IX81 inverted fl uorescent confocal microscope (Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) that included epifl uorescence, confocal, phase, brightfi eld, and Hoffman differential interference contrast modalities. It was equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER digital camera (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu City, Japan) and Image-Pro Plus data acquisition and morphometric software (version 5.1.0.20 Media Cybernetics, Inc., Silver Spring, MD, USA). Images were taken at 16 Hz. Comparable calcium wave data were obtained using pharmacological ATP stimulation by localized puffi ng. Image sequences were then processed by circling cells by hand and computing the average fl uorescent intensity across each cell at each time point, so that for every cell in a culture a time series of the calcium fl uorescence I(t) was measured ( Figure 1A) . Cell activation times were extracted from calcium transients, such that when the fi rst derivative of the calcium fl uorescence exceeded a threshold value defi ned by dI dt ≥ I threshold , which in all cases were two standard deviations above the mean noise baseline level, the cell was labeled as 'active' . Using these thresholds a map of cells that participated in experimental calcium waves were constructed ( Figure 1B) . In total, 26 experimentally recorded movies were compared with the model. One representative example is shown in the results.
Diffusion model of astrocyte calcium waves
RESULTS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The activation of astrocytes in a network produce intracellular calcium transients that result in propagating ICW responsible for mediating signaling through the network (Figure 1) . In order to investigate geometrically realistic network topologies, the relative spatial location of all cells in a recorded movie were represented as point sources centered at each cell (e.g., see Figure 1B ). The dynamics of a cell was modeled as an independent state variable V i [which has units of (amol s)/μm 2 , derived in the Supplementary Material online], where i ranged from 1 to the number of cells in the network. The state function grows as a function of the concentration of ATP and returns to 0 in the absence of ATP, similar to a leaky integrate and fi re model (see for example Tuckwell, 1988) . We only consider the role of ATP diffusion in this model, and ignore the contribution of gap junctional signaling to ICW (see the Discussion below). When the state function crosses a threshold V th the cell becomes activated and immediately releases its own ATP that in turn diffuses outwards and signals other downstream cells. As a fi rst approximation and for simplicity, the model assumes that each cell only releases ATP once throughout the course of a signaling event (i.e., one ICW; see Supplementary Material and Figure S1 ). The equation for the state function of astrocyte i is given by
where γ is a damping rate (with units of s −1 ) that ensures that in the absence of any external stimuli the state of the cell will return to 0. The summation over F i,j represents a sum of the ATP signals emitted from all cells j ≠ i (i.e., no autocrine signaling was assumed). This model represents two processes -a fi rst order decay of the signal and an extracellular diffusion based input represented by F i,j.
The magnitude or strength of ATP signal on an astrocyte is derived from the two dimensional diffusion equation, such that the effect F of signal release from cell j on cell i at any time τ will be
where k is a coupling constant linearly related to the amount of ATP released from cell j (roughly equivalent in physical units to attomoles), and τ is the time at which cell j becomes active. D is the diffusion coeffi cient (μm 2 ⋅ s −1 ), a is the rate of ATP degradation (s −1 ), and R i,j is the distance between the two cells i and j. (See the Supplementary Material for the full derivation from the diffusion equation.) Thus, the full state equation that describes the net effect of all astrocytes j on astrocyte i is given by
At time t = 0 in a simulation an initial cell was set to be above the threshold V th , thereby initiating a signaling event. Having both V th and k as free parameters results in the lack of a unique solution for the system, since doubling V th (i.e., ATP threshold) or doubling k (i.e., the amount of ATP released) would give the same result. As such, we fi xed V th and allowed k to be a fi tted parameter since the latter is the key variable of interest for exploring the point source and regenerative ATP release models. In order to decide on an experimentally realistic value for V th we considered that ICW can be initiated by bathing astrocytes and retinal Muller glial cells in a 3-μM solution of ATP but not less (Newman, 2001) . We therefore set V th = 0.25 amol ⋅ s/μm 2 to give results consistent with previous experimental data. (A detailed derivation of V th is also given in the Supplementary Material.) The summed state function for every cell in a network was calculated as a function of time and if V i exceeded V th at any time then that cell was considered activated during that particular ICW.
Finally, two classes of network geometries were used in model simulations. Uniform two dimensional arrays of cells 25 μm apart (40 × 40 and 20 × 20 cell grids) were used to test the assumptions underlying the regenerative and point source signaling models. Experimentally derived geometries were used to test the model's ability to generate experimentally realistic ICW by comparing the model's output to measured data for the same network geometries. In the case of the grid geometry, the fi rst cell stimulated was the center cell in the grid. In the case of the experimentally derived geometries the fi rst cell measured in the experimental preparations to have exhibited a calcium transient was simulated in the model as the initiating cell (indicated as the blue cell in all relevant fi gures).
A FULLY REGENERATIVE DIFFUSION MODEL CANNOT REPRODUCE EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED DATA
We began by considering the dynamics of the fully regenerative ATP diffusion model whereby every astrocyte participating in an ICW event secretes the same amount of ATP upon being activated, and compared the results to measured experimental data. A diffusion constant value of D = 300 um 2 /s was chosen as the diffusion rate of ATP for cultured astrocyte networks (Bennett et al., 1995) . The wave was initiated by setting the cell in the center of a 40 × 40 grid to an activated state. Simulating a fully regenerative signaling mechanism resulted in all the cells in the grid becoming activated, contrary to experimental observations where only fi nite waves were observed. No set of model parameters could be found in which the calcium wave died out before activating every cell in the grid. A plot of the number of cells activated versus time showed that the number of cells being activated by the spreading waves followed a power law, which by about 28 s had recruited all the cells in the grid (Figure 2A ). Interestingly, this shows some similarity to recent work (Beggs and Plenz, 2003) in which the authors modeled neural avalanches in neocortical networks and showed that the propagation of spontaneous activity in those networks is well described by power-law based equations that govern avalanche phenomena.
Varying each of the three parameters γ, a and k by small increments near the transition threshold from inactivation to activation revealed an essentially instantaneous transition phase, meaning that all cells activated at or above the parameter transition threshold while no cells activated below it (Figures 2B-D) . A similar result was observed for experimentally realistic network geometries, where the model could not produce an ICW that did not recruit all astrocytes in the network every time ( Figure 2E ). If the outgoing signal strength, represented by k, is strong enough to activate downstream cells that in turn signal with the same strength, the result is a cascade of activations that always recruit every cell in the network. These results do not agree with experimental results that never recruit all astrocytes in a network (see Figures 1B-E) . This suggests that a fully regenerative ATP signaling model cannot account for experimentally observed results, and that astrocytes in a network cannot be sending out a signal (i.e., releasing ATP) that is the same strength as the incoming signal.
We further explored whether varying the values of γ, a, k, and V th in the model could produce experimentally accurate ICW, since real astrocytes are not all the same and would presumably have different values of γ, a, k, and V th . We ran the model with random parameter values centered around the near transition threshold values from Figure 2 (mean values were V th = 1, γ = 0.136, a = −0.27, k = 725), spread out over progressively broader tailed normal distributions. Random parameter values were taken from distributions defi ned by progressively increasing standard deviations, and the model was run for both regular 20 × 20 cell grid and the representative experimentally derived network geometry shown in Figure 1 . Table 1 summarizes the results. There were no outcomes that resulted in fi nite wave propagation, with either only the initially stimulated cell or all the cells in the network being activated, similar to the 207  208  209  210   211   212  213  214  215  216  217  218  219  220  221  222   223   224  225  226  227  228  229  230  231  232   233   234  235  236  237  238  239  240  241  242  243  244  245  246  247  248  249  250  251  252  253  254  255  256  257  258  259  260   261  262  263  264   265  266  267  268  269  270  271  272  273  274  275  276  277  278  279  280  281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306  307  308  309  310  311  312  313  314  315  316  317  318  319  320  321 Diffusion model of astrocyte calcium waves results described above, even with very broad distributions from which parameter values could be chosen. Thus, for variations in the parameters to account for a fi nite wave size, the parameter values would have to display a non-random distribution. For example increasing V th as a function of distance from the initially stimulated cell. Non-random distributions of γ, a, and V th are not realistic since a network of astrocytes cannot anticipate which cell will be stimulated fi rst; and even if that were the case recruited cells would have to have a priori knowledge about the parameter values of their neighbors in order to adjust theirs accordingly, since no matter where an ICW is initiated the result is always a non-uniform propagating fi nite wave. The parameter k however, which represents the amount of ATP released by an individual astrocyte, could theoretically vary in a given cell as a function of distance from the site of stimulation due to cells sensing differing ATP concentrations, which would in turn affect how much ATP that cell itself secretes. This is addressed in the next section.
A PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE DIFFUSION MODEL PRODUCED SPATIOTEMPORALLY REALISTIC PROPAGATING WAVES
We then explored point source and partially regenerative models of ATP release, with the latter implying that downstream cells released less ATP than the fi rst stimulated astrocyte. Mathematically these two diffusion models are modeled the same way (i.e., are represented by the same set of equations), since a pure point source model is the extreme case of a partially regenerative model when the downstream release of ATP is 0. Computationally, we modeled 
where k j = k 1 when j represents the originally stimulated cell and k j = k 2 for all other j. Thus k 1 represents the amount of ATP released from the original cell while k 2 represents the amount of ATP released from all downstream cells. k 2 as defi ned here assumes that all downstream cells secrete the same amount of ATP and represents the simplest case. This is of course a simplifi cation, since different astrocytes could be releasing differing amounts of downstream ATP. However, with this assumption in place the model is able to produce wave kinetics qualitatively indistinguishable from experimental measurements. Furthermore, a constant small amount of ATP release by downstream cells is suffi cient to produce a signifi cant amplifi cation of the distance the wave can propagate while still resulting in a fi nite wave. An extension of the current model could let k j to vary as a function of some network parameter; such as spatial distance from k 1 , i.e., k j = (k 1 , r), where r is the radial distance from the source of the wave or ATP input to the cell. As suggested above though, to a fi rst approximation the model as is with a fi xed k 2 was able to accurately model experimentally measured wave kinetics that did not necessitate varying k 2 . Using the updated version of the diffusion model given by Eq. 4, simulated grid ICW were fi nite and did not recruit all astrocytes in the network, consistent with experimental data and in contrast to the fully regenerative model. This was the case for both a pure point source model of ATP release (i.e., k 2 = 0; Figure 3A) and a partially regenerative model (k 2 > 0; Figure 3B) . Interestingly, while a point source model (k 2 = 0) resulted in a fi nite wave, a partially regenerative model (k 2 > 0) extended signal propagation considerably further for a comparatively small amount of ATP release by downstream cells. In the example shown in Figure 3 a partially regenerative model where each downstream cell was simulated to have released just over 2.8% of the amount of ATP secreted by the initial activated cell (located in the center of both grids; i.e., a ratio of k 2 /k 1 = 0.028) extended the ICW from 21 to 69 cells, or an increase of about 329%. In order to explore this further, we plotted differing ranges of changing k 1 versus k 2 and vice versa. For a fi xed value of k 1 , increasing k 2 non-linearly recruited more cells at a rate proportional to k 2 ( Figure 3C ). Increasing k 1 relative to k 2 also recruits more cells but the effect of a positive k 2 increases non-linearly as a power law relative to a pure point source model when k 2 = 0 ( Figure 3D) .
We then explored the consequence of introducing a cell free gap into the grid, similar to experimental work that created cell free lanes in culture to test the propagation of ICW in areas devoid of cells . The model was able to reproduce observed experimental results. Simulated ICW were able to cross cell free gaps and produce fi nite patterns of cell activations. The range of signal propagation was found to again be critically dependent on the rate of ATP degradation and uptake, represented by the parameter a in Eq. 4. With a low degree of ATP uptake and/ or degradation, the distance the wave traveled across the gap was less than through a fi eld of cells since no release of downstream ATP occurred in the gap ( Figure 3E) . Upon increasing the rate of ATP uptake, the distance the wave traveled increased ( Figure 3F ). This is because there was no ATP uptake in the gap, which balanced the regeneration of signal in the direction of propagation where cells were present by allowing diffusion without uptake. This suggests that the dynamics of gap crossing in the partially regenerative model are sensitive to the parameters in the model.
To compare the simulated calcium transients to experimental data, a simulation was run using the geometry in Figure 1 . One modifi cation was made to the term F i,j . To account for ATP release of a cell being received at that cell in a possible positive feedback mechanism, when i = j, the function was evaluated such that R i,j = 5 μm. The transients generated by a wave are shown in Figure 4 . The experimental geometry is shown in Figure 4A , reproduced from Figure 1B . The calcium transients from 10 cells in the experiment are shown in Figure 4B (reproduced from Figure 1A ) with the respective state functions (V) in the simulation shown in Figure 4C . While not all cells matched the experiment closely, they show the same trends of decreasing maximum height with time of onset. Derived transients for two cells which matched very well are shown in the simulation and compared to the calcium transients measured from the experiment (Figures 4D,E) . The cell in Figure 4D reached V th , while the cell in Figure 4E did not. 353  354  355  356  357  358  359  360  361  362  363  364  365  366  367  368  369  370  371  372  373  374  375  376  377  378  379  380  381  382  383  384  385  386   387  388  389  390  391  392  393  394  395  396  397  398  399  400  401  402  403  404  405  406  407  408  409  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417  418  419  420  421  422  423  424  425  426  427   Table 1 | Variation of the values of the parameters γ, a, k and V th and their affects on being able to produce fi nite intercellular calcium waves. The model was run with random parameter values centered around the near transition threshold values taken from Figure 2 (mean values: V th = 1, y = 0.136, a = −0.27, k = 725), spread out over progressively broader tailed normal distributions, indicated as a standard deviation percent change. The model was run for a geometrically regular 20 × 20 cell grid and the representative experimentally derived network geometry shown in Figure 1 . Note that the last column represents the number of simulations that resulted in fi nite waves beyond the originally simulated single cell. 
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The partially regenerative ATP signaling model was able to replicate experimental fi nite ICW propagation across cell free gaps. In (E) a low degree of ATP degradation affects the wave because no downstream release of ATP occurs and the distance the wave travels decreases compared to (F), where an increase in the rate of ATP degradation along with an increase in signal strength k increases the distance the wave travels across the gap because a lack of ATP degradation in the gap balances the regeneration of signal.
Despite the success of Eq. 4 in reproducing spatially fi nite ICW, it was not able to reproduce the experimental observation of non-uniform activation of astrocytes within the signaling range of an ICW, in the sense that experimentally not all astrocytes within the functionally activated network defi ned by the propagating ICW front necessarily activate (see Figures 1B-E) . As such, a purely diffusion based model cannot account for this aspect of the dynamics of real astrocyte signaling networks. This makes intuitive sense since based on diffusion arguments alone one would expect a signal to extend equally within the diffusion boundaries. We have observed this phenomenon of spatial heterogeneity in wave propagation experimentally under controlled in vitro conditions in different macroglial networks, and in situ in astrocytes in intact neural retinal preparations, by stimulating different initial cells within the same fi eld of view (i.e., portion of the network) and measuring the propagation of the resulting ICW (Figure 1) . In some cases large portions of the observable network were activated in response to an arbitrarily chosen cell (Figure 1C) , while in other cases a smaller number of cells participated in an ICW in response to the initial stimulation of an adjacent cell ( Figure 1D) . Still in other cases very little intercellular signaling occurred at all, with the activation of one or a few nearby cells ( Figure 1E) . In all cases we observed some cells within the boundary of ICW that did not participate in the wave. In addition, we routinely observed cells farther away from the stimulus activating before nearby cells closer to the stimulus. While spontaneous activation has been observed both in culture (Fatatis and Russell, 1992) and in situ ), Diffusion model of astrocyte calcium waves the phenomenon of non-uniform signaling we describe here was a coordinated property of the propagating wave front and not an artifact of observation (by controlling for uncoordinated spontaneous activity). Further evidence for this phenomenon is provided by intracellular calcium transients in neural retinal Muller cells, the principle macroglial cell type in the retina, which have been shown to exhibit spatially complex patterns of correlated co-activation (Agulhon et al., 2007) , suggesting complex spatiotemporal coordinated signaling between cells in the network.
We attempted to model these effects as a stochastic term in the state equation. The purpose of this term is to add random fl uctuations to the state function that determine its sensitivity to perturbations. If upon the addition of small amounts of Brownian noise to the state function the network changes signifi cantly from trial to trial with regards to its pattern of activation, then small perturbations in experimental conditions could be expected to be important in trial-to-trial variability. The state equation was modifi ed to be (5) where η i (t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise term with standard deviation σ. This equation is a form of a Langevin equation, which describes the effect of adding Brownian (thermal) noise to a state function (Reif, 1965) . The γ 1/2 term ensures that the effect of the noise term on the system will remain constant regardless of the damping constant. Using this equation in simulated ICW experiments for fi elds of astrocytes with experimentally derived geometries resulted in a large degree of trial-totrial variation as well as some cells farther away from the initial stimulus becoming active before those nearer to the stimulus, accurately reproducing experimentally observed properties. The partially regenerative stochastic diffusion model represented by Eq. 5 was able to capture and reproduce the dynamics of experimentally measured ICW as well as reproduce the non-uniform recruitment seen in experiments (Figures 5A-C) . Furthermore, the model was able to accurately reproduce the spatiotemporal propagation dynamics of measured ICW, i.e., how a wave propagates in space as a function of time in addition to what its fi nal state is. Figure 5D plots the distance traveled by both simulated and measured ICW for the data shown in Figure 1 as a function of time. Both modeled and experimental data sets were fi t by a Naka-Rushton function with similar parameters (see fi gure legend for details), which ubiquitously describes the dynamics of a large number of physiological phenomena. Interestingly, gap junction signaling between contiguous cells could potentially underlie the stochastic characteristics of wave propagation (see Discussion below).
DISCUSSION
Data in the literature support both a point source model whereby an activated astrocyte releases a fi nite amount of ATP that diffuses to and activates nearby cells (Arcuino et al., 2002 (Arcuino et al., , 2004 Cotrina et al., 1998 Cotrina et al., , 2000 Iacobas et al., 2006 ) and a regenerative model whereby downstream astrocytes propagate the signal by releasing their own ATP in response to external stimuli (Anderson et al., 2004; Ballerini et al., 1996; Hassinger et al., 1996; Newman 2001; Parpura et al., 1994; Queiroz et al., 1997 Queiroz et al., , 1999 . Although not mutually exclusive, most studies provide evidence for one or the other, and it is not immediately apparent from the literature how the two mechanisms function with respect to each other.
Here we introduce a simple phenomenological lumped parameter diffusion model that can replicate the main aspects of the dynamics associated with experimentally measured ICW. Based on our modeling and simulations, separate point source and partially regenerative signaling mechanisms simulate results consistent with experimental measurements that necessarily imply the contribution of both signaling mechanisms to astrocyte ICW. As such, we propose that apparently confl icting data described in the literature are not in confl ict but merely selecting for and measuring a part of the overall system. Furthermore, this model is reductionist by design and purposely omits a considerable amount of biophysical details, yet is able to accurately reproduce the kinetics of ICW (see Figures 4 and 5) . This suggests that the functional dynamics of astrocyte signaling via ICW are dominated by the inherent properties of the relevant physics, independent of the underlying molecular details that give rise to it. This is a very effi cient and robust approach for reliable intercellular signaling. This also is an energetically effi cient method for communicating long-distance with cells as it requires little release of ATP from downstream cells to amplify the ICW. While some work has modeled calcium dynamics and ATP release by astrocytes, they have been primarily realistic biophysical models at the single cell level (Bennett et al., 2005; Hofer et al., 2002; Iacobas et al., 2006; Stamatakis and Mantzaris, 2006) . The extrapolation of fully regenerative biophysical models to networks of astrocytes results in every cell in a network releasing the majority of its store of ATP upon activation and a non-attenuated continuous calcium wave that recruits every cell in the simulated fi eld of view. We obtained the same result when using the diffusion model to simulate fully regenerative ATP release, resulting in an essentially instantaneous transition from all cells being inactive to the entire network becoming activated (Figure 2) .
It has been proposed that internal dynamics such as PLC activity, calcium buffering, and the fi lling of internal Ca 2+ stores can account for the fi nite signaling range in these regenerative models (Giaume and Venance, 1998) ; however these require specifi c restricted ranges of parameters or gap junctional dominated signaling. Models of ATP diffusion in which IP 3 concentration is uncoupled from or weakly coupled to calcium excitability also exhibit fi nite waves (Hofer et al., 2002; Stamatakis and Mantzaris, 2006) , however they need a restricted parameter range of the coupling between Ca 2+ and subsequent IP 3 regeneration. It has been shown that IP 3 can be generated through Ca 2+ dependent activation of PLC (Berridge, 1993; Venance et al., 1997) , however it is unclear whether this coupling is weak enough to allow the decay of the IP 3 signal and therefore ATP release as the wave spreads, which these models assume. Our model is a realistic alternative that naturally results in fi nite ICW that match the spatiotemporal kinetics of experimental ICW without constrained parameter restrictions ( Figure 5 ). As discussed in the introduction, propidium iodide is only taken up by the initial cell involved in a wave, which would be the case in both a single point source release model and a partially regenerative model as we propose. This would be consistent with the suggestion that vesicular ATP is the predominant cause of intercellular ATP signaling (Bowser and Khakh, 2007) , since a vesicular release mechanism for ATP in downstream cells would not result in propidium iodide uptake yet could be responsible for extending the wave distance. Similarly, data showing a mechanism for ATP-induced ATP release (which is at odds with the suggestion of a point source release of ATP) is also consistent with our model. Purinergic receptor antagonists such as suramin (which would stop ATP-induced ATP release) only partially inhibit the range of ATP propagation. This is consistent with an initial point source release of ATP followed by limited downstream release due to inhibition of purinergic receptors by suramin. Finally, recent work has shown that ATP can be released extracellularly through connexin 43 hemichannels (Kang et al., 2008) , which are gated both mechanically (Cherian et al., 2005) and electrically (Contreras et al., 2003) and are upregulated by infl ammatory and pathological processes in astrocytes and microglia (Retamal et al., 2007) . As hypothesized, this therefore could be the initial mechanism of release in an ICW (Cotrina et al., 1998) .
This dual signaling mechanism also provides an explanation as to why an initial release of ATP by an astrocyte can result in a wave that travels well beyond the ability of a point source release to propagate based on diffusion alone. Even a small amount of downstream released ATP can signifi cantly contribute to the propagation of the wave, as shown above. This provides a mechanism to increase the dynamic range of ICW. Based on diffusion arguments alone, for a point source release to travel twice the distance four times as much ATP would need to be secreted, while for the dual signaling mechanism only about twice as much needs to be released from the initial source.
Although phenomenological by design, the diffusion model makes a number of simplifying assumptions about the underlying cell biology and biophysics. First of all, the model uses an integrate-and-fi re based approach in which the cell's ATP is released instantaneously, which is an idealization of all basic integrate-and-fi re models but not biologically realistic since it ignores the temporal delays associated with internal processes such as the diffusion and interaction between biochemical species. The model also does not take into account cell morphology, receptor locations, or a spatially varying diffusivity constant for ATP. However, we found that this degree of detail was not necessary to model the propagation dynamics of ICW, which suggests that the principle mechanisms associated with wave dynamics are primarily governed by diffusion considerations at the level of the whole network. This model also purposely ignores possible effects from gap junctions that can potentially couple contiguous astrocytes. IP 3 diffuses through gap junctions (Sneyd et al., 1994) , and gap junctional inhibitors such as octanol and halothane have been shown to decrease the wave size (Finkbeiner, 1992) . In addition, C6 glioma cells, which display limited gap junctional coupling, Diffusion model of astrocyte calcium waves show limited calcium wave sizes; while C6 cells transfected with Cx43 display enhanced calcium waves comparable to other glial cells (Charles et al., 1992) . Although these data suggest a role for gap junctional communication in ICW, the actual mechanism may still be ATP dependent but modulated by gap junctional signaling. ATP can be released extracellularly by Cx43 hemichannels (Kang et al., 2008) , so that gap junction blockers could also be directly inhibiting ATP secretion and diffusion. In addition, an increase in connexin expression in C6 cells is accompanied by a complimentary increase in ATP release (Cotrina et al., 1998) . Finally, although astrocytes exhibit gap junctional connections, retinal Muller cells normally do not, yet can also exhibit robust ICW mediated purely by extracellular diffusion (Newman, 2001) . Finally, the diffusion of IP 3 through gap junctions itself can produce an increase in intracellular ATP that can then be vesicularly secreted (Haydon, 2001) . Collectively these data suggest that gap junctional signaling might be more involved with the modulation of ICW mediated by ATP diffusion rather than participating as a mechanism of wave propagation itself. This would also be in agreement with the results of our model, which is able to accurately reproduce realistic fi nite ICW based on ATP diffusion mechanisms alone. The macro scale dynamics of the waves, such as signaling speed and extent, can therefore be accounted for essentially entirely by ATP diffusion. However, as discussed above, this diffusion model is sensitive to small noise perturbations, and indeed we had to introduce a non-specifi c noise term into the diffusion equations in order to capture the stochastic nature of propagating ICW. This could point to a role for gap junctions acting as the molecular mechanism for this stochasticity and would be an interesting question for further both experimental and modeling exploration.
Finally, the diffusion model's predictions should be testable experimentally, which is the focus of on-going work. For example, we are investigating signal propagation in astrocyte networks under ecto-ATPase inhibition in order to determine if the model's predictions about signaling properties across cell free gaps are valid. Another series of experiments will stimulate the same initial cell in a fi eld of view repeatedly in order to correlate the degree of trial-to-trial variation with model predictions about the contribution of noise to the stochastic nature of signaling patterns versus other possible contributors. Furthermore, the simplicity of the model offers the opportunity to derive parameter values during an experiment in real time, which would allow its use, for example, as a classifi er of astrocyte functional signaling sub-populations or measuring network responses to pharmacological perturbations.
THE DIFFUSION EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION
We begin by assuming each glial cell has an internal state function, V, which represents the accumulation of signal that leads to a calcium transient and release of ATP upon reaching a certain threshold, V th . We then assume this state function increases due to the presence of ATP at the cell and decreases with time.
where γ is the decay rate of the state function (chosen to be .12 s −1 to match the experimental decay rates in Figure 1) and C is the concentration of ATP at the location of the cell at time t.
Next, assume that there is a second cell present, and the concentration C of ATP at the surface of cell 1 is due to discrete release events of ATP from cell 2. This ATP then diffuses through space to the location of cell 1. The diffusion of ATP through media is modeled by the diffusion equation,
where C is a four dimensional variable given by C (x, y, z, t) that represents the concentration of ATP as a function of space and time, D is the diffusion constant of ATP through the media, and a is the rate of uptake and/or degradation of ATP. One can model the release of ATP from a cell as an amount of ATP, k, released at a point source located at the center of the cell. This can be represented as a Dirac delta function of height k at the location of the cell. In polar coordinates centered at the cell that is releasing the ATP (i.e. cell 2 in this case) this is
where r is distance measured in µm and T is time measured in seconds. This serves as the initial concentration for solving the diffusion equation. For the purposes of this work, we solved the equation in two dimensions with the general solution Assuming a boundary condition such that when the rate of ATP uptake and degradation is zero (a = 0), the total concentration of ATP in solution will always be k, the initial release amount. This is mathematically represented by . The diffusion constant was chosen to be 300 μm 2 · sec −1 (see main text). This results in the units of k, the amount of ATP released per event, being attomoles (10 −18 mol). This equation will give concentration of at any distance r from a cell releasing ATP at any time T.
EXPANDING TO A NETWORK LEVEL REPRESENTATION
For a fi eld of N cells, let each cell have a state function V i where i is numbered from 1 to N. In a fi eld of N cells releasing ATP, the concentration of ATP at cell i will be a summation of the concentration due to all other cells in the fi eld, i.e. sec μ
BASIS FOR ASSUMING SINGLE ASTROCYTE ACTIVATIONS DURING AN ICW
The model assumes that each astrocyte in the network can only activate once throughout the course of a wave and that it remains refractory until the end of the signaling event. This is not physiologically valid, since our own data has shown that astrocytes participating in an ICW can respond more than once during a given signaling event ( Figure S1 ). However, our measurements suggest that the frequency of feedback and re-signaling by astrocytes within a given ICW event is very low. As such, this assumption is a reasonable fi rst approximation. 757  758  759  760  761  762  763  764  765  766  767  768  769  770  771  772  773  774  775  776  777  778  779  780  781  782  783  784  785  786  787  788  789   790  791  792  793  794  795  796  797  798  799  800  801  802  803  804  805  806  807  808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816  817  818  819  820  821  822 
